Overall Mark ___/25

Correctly linking to the student pages ____ /3
  • -1 mark for each student missing their links if the group has 3 or 4 members
  • -1.5 mark for each student if the group only has 2 members

Correct coding of html ____/3
  • Deduct 0.5 for each syntax error (missing semi-colon, missing end tag, etc)

Required information ____/2
  • 1 mark for title and lab section
  • 1 mark for name and email address of the participants

Length ____/1
  • Not too long as per assignment description

Clarity ____/4
  • Easy to understand
  • Well structured (usage of bullet and headings etc)
  • Grammar
    o Deduct 0.5 for each grammar mistake

Comprehensiveness ____/4
  • Clear and appropriate addressing of the project goal

Detailed breakdown of responsibilities ____/4
  • Breakdown should be equal in both the amount of work and depth of knowledge required. If a breakdown looks like the following, students should receive 1.
    o Person A --- proposal
    o Person B --- HTML
    o Person C --- Final report

Timeline ____/4
  • Detailed breakdown of how the project will be carried out including proposal, appropriate research, coding(style and functionality), presentation, report. Same concept apply from breakdown of responsibilities.

Comments: